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The Usborne Childrens Picture Atlas Miniature Edition
A comprehensive world atlas with 60 pages of maps showing land
cover, cities and towns, boundaries, rivers and lakes and places
of interest. Each continent is introduced with several pages of
key facts, satellite views and information on major geographical
features. Endmatter includes a gazetteer of states, geography
quiz and time zones chart. A classic Usborne reference book,
fully updated and now available in paperback.
THIS BEAUTIFULLY ILLUSTRATED PICTURE ATLAS TAKES CHILDREN ON A
MAGICAL JOURNEY AROUND THE WORLD. EACH MAP IS CRAMMED WITH
FASCINATING DETAILS TO PORE OVER AND TALK ABOUT, MAKING THIS A
WONDERFUL BOOK FOR SHARING.
This beautifully designed atlas will introduce young readers to
Planet Earth's different continents and countries and their
animal species. Each spread contains a fascinating fact about
the continent depicted, as well as labeled images of different
countries and creatures big and small. The process of how a
globe is turned into a flat map is explained step by step on the
back cover to inform young readers. The intricate illustrations
and sturdy format make this a perfect gift for young explorers.
This Is Australia Picture Atlas is a bright and beautiful
celebration of the country, with more than 70 flaps to lift!
Explore every state and territory of Australia. Discover the
unique wildlife and animals that call Australia home, and
uncover some fantastic facts about Australian people and their
past. Written by sparkly Australian author Samone Amba, and
illustrated by Brisbane illustrator and surface designer Kasey
Rainbow (yes, that's a real name!), this book dazzles with all
the things that make Australia amazing! With more than 70 flaps
to explore.
The Usborne Picture Atlas
Renaissance Picture Book
Children's Illustrated Atlas
World Atlas
It's a Big Big World

An illustrated picture atlas crammed with facts and details
to take children on a magical journey around the world.
A fascinating introduction to the creatures of the world,
featuring extraordinary photos and simple, yet informative
text. Also includes maps with animal icons to help readers
locate the different species, animal factfiles,
classification charts and an animal quiz. Ages 4+.
Children can explore the world one flap at a time with this
colorful new atlas.
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A complete world atlas with maps, information on exports,
suitable for elementary grades.
The Usborne Internet-linked Essential Atlas of the World
Picture Atlas
First Picture Atlas
Collins Children's Picture Atlas
Big Picture Book of General Knowledge
"This picture atlas is perfect for junior explorers. Seven large maps introduce the continents together with fascinating facts about the cities, monuments, and natural wonders that can be
found in each one. With accessible text and bold pictures, it's the perfect way for children to
expand their horizons and spark their curiosity about the planet we inhabit"-Usborne Children's Picture AtlasUsborne Books
This highly illustrated pictorial atlas is designed to take children on a journey of discovery
around the countries of the world. The mapping is clear colourful and highly informative.
Simple activities and quizzes encourage children to find out more about the mapped regions.
Ages: 7+Each spread includes introductory text about the region. Pictorial symbols are used
on clear colourful background mapping to depict themes such as national emblems, customs,
food, birds, animals, buildings, sports etc. to help younger readers gain an understanding of
peoples around the world. Continental spreads focus on flags and the most important
geographical facts e.g. well known highest, lowest, largest physical and demographic features.
A variety of activity based features accompany the mapping on each spread e.g. a 'What am
I?' box lists detailed descriptions of familiar features. Activities are designed to encourage the
reader to extract information from the map. Other features included are fascinating facts about
each country, presented in a fun way, for each spread e.g. Did you know? Try this! It's a fact
etc. Website links are listed to assist further study for the older child. Ages:7+
A new small-format edition of this stunning atlas for young children, beautifully illustrated in
Linda Edwards' unique and utterly charming style. Every page is packed full of images and
contains masses of exciting and fascinating facts that will fire the imaginations of children
everywhere. Countries around the world are brought to life, with landscapes, unique features
and geographical landmarks vividly described and illustrated. This comprehensive atlas
contains an extensive glossary and index of places, plus a 'Trip Around the World' quiz.
The Usborne World of Animals
Animal Picture Atlas
The children's picture atlas
Children's Picture Atlas
Childrens World Atlas

This simple atlas introduces the seven regions of the world
using key geographical skills that every child should learn.
From how to read beautifully illustrated maps to discovering
what links each region and makes them different, the information
collected here provides a basis from which all children can
learn to explore their world.
Explore the world by looking not only at borders, mountains,
rivers, seas and oceans, but by discovering the natural wonders
of the world, historical artefacts, amazing animals, fascinating
cultures and much much more.With stunning illustrations from the
incredible Jill Calder, The Picture Atlas is quite unlike
anything you've seen before. From the freezing Arctic Circle
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with its powerful orca whales, to the amazing Sydney Opera House
and the Great Barrier Reef, learn, explore and be amazed by the
wonders of the world.Bursting full of beautiful artwork,
informative maps and astounding facts, take a trip around the
world like you've never seen it before.
Finally, Lonely Planet has made the Atlas kids have been waiting
for! With 160 pages of illustrated maps, engaging infographics,
mind-blowing photography and a large dose of humour, this is the
atlas that shows kids aged 8 and up what the world is really
like.
This beautifully designed atlas will introduce young readers to
Planet Earth's different continents and countries and their
cities and landmarks. Each spread contains a fascinating fact
about the continent depicted, as well as labeled images of
different cities and iconic landmarks. The process of how a
globe is turned into a flat map is explained step by step on the
back cover to inform young readers. The intricate illustrations
and sturdy format make this a perfect gift for young explorers.
Children's Atlas of God's World
Big Picture Atlas
Usborne Illustrated Atlas of Britain and Ireland
My First Animal Atlas

Introduces the physical and human geography of the planet Earth, describes the
peoples and societies of each continent, provides an atlas, and suggests related Web
sites.
A brand new edition of this comprehensive geography title, placing the world at your
fingertips and explaining key topics in a lively and accessible way.
A brilliant novelty-packed introduction to the world in this fantastic junior pop up
atlas.
Offers facts and illustrated maps of the continents and countries of the world, with
links to the Internet for further information.
World Geography Encyclopedia
The Children's Picture Atlas
Encyclopedia of World Geography
Usborne Children's Picture Atlas
Amazing World Atlas

A wonderfully big Picture Atlas for children to learn the basis of world
geography. Lots of busy maps with fun illustrations to learn about the
food and culture of other countries as well as capital cities. Putting
pictures onto facts helps with memory and this big, satisfying book will
help children memorize geography facts with ease.
Discover the dazzling world of dinosaurs, brought to life in this stylishly
illustrated picture book. Colourful images of a world long past and a
quirky approach make a well-trodden topic fresh. From old favourites like
Stegosaurus to new discoveries like Zhenyuanlong, budding
palaeontologists will be inspired by these beautifully realised images.
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Illustrations:Full colour throughout
Animals.
This is a must-have encyclopedia with over 1500 amazing photographs,
illustrations and diagrams. Topics covered include animals and plants,
how the human body works, history, cultures, science, technology, space,
and our world.
Childrens Encyclopedia
Junior Pop Up Atlas
Bringing the World to Life
Lift the Flap Atlas
Rand McNally Picture Atlas of the World

The Renaissance was a time of huge progress across Western Europe, as literature,
philosophy, art, music, politics, and the sciences all flourished. This is a fascinating
introduction to the age for curious children, featuring paintings, drawings and sculptures
typical of the period. This hardback edition of the Renaissance Sticker Book
9781409550235 is perfect for a keepsake or library purchase.
A picture atlas that takes young readers on a visual journey around the world, from Spain
and Portugal to China and Mongolia. Continents and countries are brought to life through
stunning photography and eye-catching illustrations. Uncover incredible geographical
features, wildlife, culture, history, and landmarks in unprecedented detail. This incredible
and inspiring visual atlas takes you on a fact-filled, continent-by-continent tour of the world!
Throughout the pages of this adventure book, you'll discover more than 50 fascinating maps
that are packed with fun facts and fresh images. Your child will learn all about the climate,
populations, places, and industries of our world. Picture stories complement the maps, from
the giant river that flows through the Amazon forest, to the frozen icebergs of the glacial
Arctic. Discover the richness and diversity of human and animal life around the globe. Each
map shows the countries, their capitals, famous landmarks, as well as their longest rivers and
highest mountains. This educational book is more than a map book! This atlas book also
shows young explorers how to read a map and use a key, compass, and scale. It's the ideal
resource for classroom use, home learning, and armchair exploration. The Ultimate RoundThe-World Trip Children's Illustrated Atlas is the perfect reference book for kids to learn
about lands close to home or oceans far away! It's also a fantastic gift for children with an
interest in the world around them and a taste for adventure. Without even leaving your
home, this children's atlas book allows you to: - Explore more than 50 stunning world maps
and incredible geographical features. - Learn how to read a map and use a key, compass,
and scale. - Travel the world's cities and landmarks through beautiful photography and
illustrations. - Dive into intriguing facts about the world's population. Charming and
informative, the Children's Illustrated Atlas series from DK Books is a delightful addition to
every child's library. Bring the amazing world of wildlife right into your home with the
Children's Illustrated Animal Atlas, and reach into the past with the Children's Illustrated
History Atlas.
Take a tour of the British Isles with this stylish, fact-filled atlas. Lively illustrations and
colourful picture maps allow you to explore famous landmarks, towns and cities, wildlife,
customs and history along the way. Illustrations: Full colour throughout
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• Informative and activity-packed paperbacks to inspire children aged five and over •
Picture Atlas contains a lively mix of facts, maps and flags, with information on countries
that children really want to know
Children's Picture Atlas of Animals
This Is Australia: Picture Atlas
My First World Atlas
Lift-the-Flap Picture Atlas
Smart Kids Picture Atlas
Take an exciting journey around the world and explore every country on Earth.
Beautifully illustrated by award-winning Anthony Lewis, the colourful maps, plus
lively and informative text make this an essential atlas for younger readers. Jet off
to South America and discover the Amazon rainforest, journey to Scandinavia and
visit a mermaid, then wrap up warm as you head south to Antarctica - the coldest
place on Earth. Pictograms show where to find animals and places of interest: can
you find the sunbathing walrus in Alaska? And the Tasmanian devil in Australia?
The passport bookmark means you won't lose your place as you travel the globe.
This atlas is the perfect first geography reference book for both home and school.
Features a world map as well as maps of each of the continents with liftable flaps
that reveal various facts and trivia. On board pages.
This is a comprehensive conpendium of the history of Britain, encompassing
everything from prehistoric times to the turn of the new millennium. It also features
internet links to additional sources, including video clips, games and much more.
Puttogether this beautiful 300 piece-jigsaw and learn about Britain and Ireland!Also
in this beautifully packaged giftset, you will find a 24pp British Atlasto further your
geography knowledge.
My First Picture Atlas
With Complete World Atlas
The Usborne Book of World History
The Usborne History of Britain
Usborne Atlas and Jigsaw Britain and Ireland
This chunky jigsaw book is designed to teach children about the countries of the
world. With a jigsaw on each double-page spread accompanied by a can you spot
these things on the map puzzle, children should gain a wider knowledge of the
continents and creatures of the world.
This atlas helps young people explore the world and the animals which inhabit it. It
includes simple maps of all the countries of the world, with illustrations of the species
which live there and details about their habitats.
Discusses such topics as the formation and periodic changes of the earth's surface,
historical attempts to draw accurate world maps, and the earth's various resources.
Also includes physical, political, cultural, and faunal maps of six continents and a
composite map of Antarctica.
This reduced format book introduces the reader to world history from the first
civilizations to the early 20th century, using short, visual chapters.
Big Picture Book Dinosaurs
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A one-of-a-kind atlas that glorifies God, explores His creation, and honors His
followers around the world! Discover amazing wonders of God's creation, including
longest rivers, tallest mountains, and more. Examine interesting factual details
about Christian explorers, missionaries, and history makers. learn about geographic
features and how these were formed by the Flood, plate tectonics, and volcanic
activity - plus other details of God's amazing design. The atlases that line the
shelves of libraries and bookstores are filled with both evolutionary thought and
secular worldviews. This atlas is packed with unique insights into Christian history
makers and amazing landmarks. One will explore the design of ecosystems and
biomes, great civilizations, and discoveries found around the world. The full-color,
visually engaging book provides a dual purpose as an elementary curriculum and a
valued reference tool. Outline maps and facts regarding the seven continents are
provided, as well as detailed maps and data of the featured countries. The
comprehensive information provided for each focus country will bring to light their
culture and traditions, holidays, exploration, legal system, and economic industries,
as well as missionary accounts and other material to help children connect to people
from regions around the globe.
Contains maps and facts about the products and customs of the countries of the
world.
A big picture book with giant fold-out pages to satisfy the curiosity of every young
child. This book will teach children fun facts about general knowledge, which is all
displayed on a huge double-gate fold. Makes a perfect gift which children will pore
over for hours.
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